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Contemplating foundations, facelifts and other frontal enhancements 

Did that subtitle grab your attention? I hoped it would. I am, of course, referring to giving the front of 
your property a once-over. What do you see? Are you pleased or do you shrug your shoulders in what’s-
to-be-done resignation? 

Chances are that you’ve become so accustomed to things as they are that you’ve hardly given any time 
or thought to this area. The lawn is regularly mowed, there is something green growing against the 
foundation, a few annuals thrown in for color and that’s about it. Order is maintained. But ask yourself if 
this is the best it can be. I’m pretty sure you’ll decide it can stand some serious improvements. A 
makeover, perhaps? 

Gaining perspective 

Now, go for a walk. Not a long one. Just go far enough to get out of view of your property. Then turn 
around and walk back. As you begin to approach the house, pretend you are seeing the place for the first 
time. Is the front cheerful/welcoming/ attractive/unique, all of the aforementioned? Does it make you 
eager to meet the owners of such a charming place? If the answer is yes, then you may carry on with 
whatever it was you were doing before I sent you on this ridiculous mission. For the rest, read on. 

I view the front of a property as if it’s the “face.” It is what the world – visitors, passers-by, delivery 
persons, neighbors, and most importantly, you – notices at all times and in all seasons. So it is rather 
essential that this face look as good as it can. Some things can be improved, others enhanced and certain 
flaws removed. Since every homeowner is unique, the front of his or her house ought to reflect that. 
Own your space! I’m not suggesting you rush out and do crazy, over the top things. Rather, look hard at 
the area and give serious thought to how you can make it special. If your efforts please you, then they’re 
bound to please others as well. 

You should not see this as a project that will only chain you to the garden. Careful planning and planting 
that is within your means, ability and to your taste will not turn you into a slave to the garden. Changes 
can happen in stages and over time. The main thing is to want to make those changes. 
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Consider the lawn for the 21st Century 

Is an expanse of lawn so diligently tended really the ideal? Such lawns are the single most expensive and 
environmentally unsound outdoor features on any property. Think about shrinking the size of the lawn 
by planting trees and shrubs. Specimen trees on large properties add great value and beauty. As an added 
bonus, they help keep the house cooler during warm months. They also invite more birds and helpful 
insects. What a treasure trove! Add a variety of small spring blooming bulbs in large quantity to 
naturalize in the grass and you’ll have yourself a showstopper. 

Instead of the usual ho-hum foundation plantings, think outside the box. Expand the beds to include 
more interesting plants. Year-round interest can be easily provided by selecting wisely. Introduce 
hedges, arbors and sculptures. Why must any of this be restricted only to the rear of the property where 
so few get to see it? Sometime back, I came across a front lawn that had been replaced by native grasses. 
Not only was this surprisingly different, but it looked stunning. And when a breeze passed through, the 
grasses danced with as much grace as the American Ballet. 

Getting started 

So perhaps you aren’t ready to do anything that unusual. Well then, start with planting a tree or two. 
Replace some lawn with interesting ground covers. Create a rock garden. Add window boxes and 
hanging baskets in the front porch to give seasonal interest. Train climbers such as roses on a boundary 
fence. Invest in a couple of really large, beautiful planters. Keep the style appropriate to that of the 
house. Place them at the entrance to the property or to the house itself. Then fill these planters with truly 
exciting plants. In this confined space, you can even go radical without fear. After all, if it does not work 
in the long run, you simply have to change the plants. No big effort there, just work with confidence and 
enthusiasm.  

As those of you who have seen photographs of my garden in this column or visited it on Open Day 
know, the front of my property is purposefully planted and highly visible to the street. It pleases me no 
end that others enjoy my efforts and often pause for a while to inspect. I’ve met several fascinating 
people this way. 

Aim to make the “face” smile genuinely, be it shy or bold. Or perhaps it is a goofy grin. Anybody who 
comes across this countenance will smile right back and want to be a friend. And who cannot do with 
more friends? 
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Thanks, Shobha!    By Kathleen Williamson on 06/24/2011 at 8:59 am     
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